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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
• Company: SEADM, Morpho and CARTIF created in 2008 a Joint venture
(SEDET), aimed at development of explosive detection equipments,
• Product: Air Cargo Explosives Screener (ACES), able to screen explosives
while cargo is in “bulk” form, in particular complete trucks at the airport
entrance,
• Advantages: ACES accomplishes two simultaneous goals: increase security
through a higher PoD than current technologies, and reduce screening costs and
delays to values well below present operations,
• Technology: Explosives Vapour Detection (EVD) based on the integration of
Differential Thermal Desorbtion (DTD), Secondary Electro Spray Ionization
(SESI), Differential Mobility Analysis (DMA), and API Tandem Mass
Spectrometry (API MS/MS),
• Development stage: Equipment in the certification process in EU Nations,
• Present performance: Minimum RDX detectable alarm: 0.03 ppq (parts per
quadrillion), equal to 3·10-17 atm
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THE LEGAL PROBLEM
In the US, TSA was mandated (9/11 Act) to establish a system to screen 100%
of cargo transported on all passenger aircraft traveling to, from, or within the
United States by August 2010, at a level of security commensurate with the
level of security of passenger checked baggage.
TSA achieved the milestone of 100 percent screening of cargo transported on
domestic flights and flights departing the United States in August 2010.
However, and due to the lack of technical solutions, air cargo screening in the
U.S. is based on the "Certified Cargo Screening Program (CCSP)”, i.e. a
"method of confidence". It implies that most air cargo is not analyzed at the
airport, and therefore does not reach a level of security commensurate with
passenger checked baggage.
Additionally, TSA has not yet met the 100 percent screening mandate as it
applies to inbound air cargo due to concerns about significant disruptions in
the air cargo supply chain. A new deadline of Dec. 3, 2012 has been set.
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THE TECHNOLOGY PROBLEM
Testimony from Steve Lord before the Subcommittee on Transportation
Security, House of Representatives (GAO-10-880T, June 2010):
“There is currently no technology approved or qualified by TSA to screen
cargo once it is loaded onto a ULD pallet or container—both of which are
common means of transporting air cargo on wide-body passenger
aircraft.”
Accordingly, TSA only allows inspection of pallets smaller than 48” (122 cm).
This restriction is due to two technical limitations which nobody makes explicit
(the National Regulatory Authorities due to security restrictions, and providers
of security equipments for obvious reasons):
• An X-Ray Operator is unable to detect explosives with a volume smaller
than 1 liter within a depth of 48”, while 50 g of PETN can crash an aircraft,
• Present ETD screeners are unable to detect plastic explosives, given their
limited sensitivity.
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THE COST and DELAY PROBLEMS
• The US Air Cargo Screening Final Rule incorporates a Regulatory Evaluation1

which includes an estimation of screening costs for industry. In Page 40, these
costs are estimated to be around 74 Euros/Tm (exchange rates have been
accounted for).
• The same Regulatory Evaluation recognizes delays as an additional source of
costs for shippers, and quantifies it: medium delay generated by screening is
evaluated at 1.14 hours for cargo loaded on passenger aircraft. This delay can be
translated to an additional cost of 55 Euros/Tm.
• In brief:
• Costs due to explosive screening (direct plus delays) are 129 Euros/Tm
• Mean delay caused by explosive screening is 1.14 hours per aircraft.
[1] Air Cargo Screening Final Rule, Federal Register / Vol. 76, No. 160 / Thursday, August 18, 2011, Pages
51848-51868
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=TSA-2009-0018-0040
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User requirements
Main User requirements for an Air Cargo Explosives Screener can be
synthesized as follows:
1. A single level of screening for cargo at “bulk” level (ULD pallets, containers
and complete trucks up to 110 m3), done at the airport entrance,
2. Detection of all explosives in amounts much lower than 1 kg per cargo load,
3. Very high Probability of Detection (PoD),
4. Very low False Alarm Rate (FAR),
5. No Operator “interpretation”, and
6. Cost per kg lower than present operation
Requirements 2 and 5 can only be met by a molecular detection method.
Requirement nº 1 cannot be met by ETD, hence EVD is the method of choice.
Requirements 1 to 3 calls for a very high sensitivity, while requirement 4 forces a
very high resolution. Requirement 5 is naturally met if detection is automatic, and
requirement 6 if complete trucks can be screened without unloading them.
The main problem is that the physics underlying detection are still poorly
understood, so the sensitivity and resolution needed for an EVD to comply with
requirements 1 to 4 are debatable.
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Required sensitivity
SEDET tests show that explosives hidden in volumes up to 110 m3 generate
vapour pressures which are from 104 to 107 lower than the saturation value.
Taking into account equilibrium vapour pressure of RDX, an effective Vapour
Screener requires a sensitivity of 0.01 ppq.
TRUCK

Human limit

Dog & IMS limit

TNT
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Sensitivity reachable by EVDs (theory)
1 m3 of air contains 2.7·108 molecules of a vapour
with a partial pressure of 0.01 ppq (10-16 atm).
Present technological measurement inefficiencies
are as follows: Ionization probability~ 10-3;
transmission in triple quadrupole~ 10-2 and filter
retention ~ 10%, so measurement losses are on the
order of 106.
Therefore, if 1 m3 is analyzed, around 270 ions will
be measured for an explosive with an operational
vapour pressure of 0.01 ppq (10-17 atm).
This number of ions is clearly above the internal
equipment noise, we conclude that the sensitivity of
present MS technology allows detection of vapours
at concentrations of 0.01 ppq.
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ACES Detection limits
The detection limit in any
detector is set by “chemical
noise” (unidentified crosssensitivities), which can only
be lowered by an increase in
resolution,
Chemical noise in ACES has
been analyzed in different
operational scenarios (EU
airports and ports), and
results are shown for RDX.
Chemical noise in ACES is
lower than 0.03 ppq, thereby
setting ACES sensitivity
limit.

Y-Axis represents the Ratio between
fragments for RDX
X-Axis in ppq
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ACES SOLUTION
SEDET has developed an explosive screener for air cargo (ACES), whose aim is
to solve problems generated by present legislation, present screening costs,
and state-of-the-art technologies.
ACES delivers a radical improvement from present explosive screening
procedures:
• 100% of air cargo is inspected at the airport entrance,
• Screening is done directly on the truck prior to discharge,
• Screening is completed in a single operation in a few minutes,
• Screenings costs are many times lower than present-day operations,
• PoD and FAR improve considerably over present day performances.
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ACES operation
• ACES is built up from two units: a Sampler and an Analyzer

• The Sampler is an outdoors portable unit with an air pump which
extracts air from pallets, containers or truck cargo bays
• The Sampler deposits vapors in a filter, which is brought to the
Analyzer
• The Analyzer is an indoors unit, and requires air conditioning.
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Analyzer operation
– A filter is inserted in the multitemperature desorber; vapours are
separated from the filter according to
their volatility and driven to the
ionization chamber,
– Vapours are ionized, filtered by the
DMA and analyzed by MS/MS. The
DMA and the MS/MS work
synchronously in multiple reaction
monitoring (MRM) mode,
– Number of counts is calculated for at
least two fragments for each explosive,
and a positive detection for a specific
explosive is launched if a threshold is
crossed.
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Vapour detection theory
• Theory on vapour detection is based upon the following hypothesis:
1. Vapour pressure inside a truck can be calculated as the product of a
“loss factor” * “explosive saturation vapour pressure”
2. The “loss factor” is a function of :
1. Truck cargo bay volume,
2. Explosive confinement,
3. Cargo itself,
4. Temperature,
5. Soaking time,
6. Distance from the explosive to the sampling point,
3. “Loss factors” will be discussed in the following pages
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Container or truck volume
Volume effect
Saturation (ppq)
Truck (76 m3) (ppq)
Saturation/truck

EGDN
1,E+11
5,E+06
2,E+04

NG
1,E+09
2,E+02
4,E+06

TNT
1,E+06
4,E+01
2,E+04

Line nº 3 presents the partial vapour pressure measured inside a truck
cargo bay following a soaking time of 2 h.
Line 4 presents the ratio between the partial vapour pressure of
saturation, and the one measured inside the truck

Vapour pressure within a large volume such as a truck cargo
bay is typically much lower than saturation vapour pressure.
In the EGDN and TNT cases, it is approximately 20,000 times
smaller.
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Explosive confinement
Explosive
confinement in a
carefully sealed
box reduces
vapour pressure by
a factor of 1,000

EGDN, NG and TNT vapour pressure.
Point 1 shows an open box, and point 2
shows a sealed box
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Distance
Distance between
the sampling point
and the explosive
in a closed truck
bay modifies
vapour pressure by
approximately 1
order of
magnitude. This
rule applies to all
explosives.

EGDN, NG, TNT, PETN and vapour
pressure plotted in 3 cases: sampling
point at 12 m, sampling point at 8 m,
sampling point at 1m
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Temperature and cargo effect (1/2)

EGDN, NG and TNT vapour pressure versus temperature (ºC)
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Temperature and cargo effect (2/2)

RDX and PETN vapour pressure versus temperature
Vapour pressure increase for every 10ºC varies from a minimum
factor of 1.6 to a maximum of 4.3.
Cargo reduces vapour pressure between one and two orders of
magnitude
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Soaking time (1/2)
In the short run (between 30
minutes and 2 hours), soaking
time effect is unpredictable. In
some experiments, vapour
pressure increased by a factor
of 3, while in other experiments
it decreased by a factor of 2. If
we average, vapour pressure at
2 hours is about 50% higher
than at 0.5 hours.
It follows at first sight that the
characteristic time for the
vapor to spread over the
volume is tens of minutes
rather than tens of hours

EGDN vapour pressure versus time
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Soaking time (2/2)
In the long run, soaking
time can have dramatic
effects. In the Figure at
right, successive
samplings made at 0.5, 1
and 2 hours gave similar
values. However, two
days latter, vapour
pressure had increased
by a factor of 100.
This shows that there are
at least two rather
different characteristic
times for the vapor to
spread over the volume

TNT vapour pressure versus time (hours)
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Conclusions
•
•

•
•
•

•

The most relevant “loss factor” is the volume effect. Vapour pressure within a truck
cargo bay is typically 20,000 times lower than saturation pressure,
Second relevant loss factor is explosive confinement. Although difficult to implement,
since explosive handling always leaves traces, if explosive is well confined, vapour
pressure drops by a factor of 1,000 (few molecules are able to cross carton/film),
Third relevant loss factor is the cargo itself. Vapour pressure in a loaded truck bay is
typically between 10 and 100 times lower than an empty cargo bay,
Fourth relevant factor is temperature: Vapour pressure at -10ºC is typically 20 times
lower than at 20ºC,
Fifth relevant factor is distance between the sampling point and the explosive. Vapour
pressure at 1 m from the explosive is typically 10 times lower than vapour pressure at
12m,
Soaking time is the less relevant loss factor. A soaking time on the order of 2 days is
needed in order for vapour pressure to increase by one order of magnitude.
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Discussion/ Questions
Contact:
Gonzalo Fernandez de la Mora
SEDET
c/ Jose Lazaro Galdiano, 1
28036 Madrid
Spain
Phone: +3491 344 1651
Mobile: +34 617 326 123
Email: gfdelamora@sedet.com
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